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Eleven Demands

Both major political parties are thoroughly corrupt and only serve the interests of billionaires and large corporations. 
Educating people about this difficult reality is a crucial first step.  But what is step two?

The Eleven Demands strategy proposes the formation of a mass movement centered around a coherent, concise set of
demands, and the convergence of direct action, mutual aid, and electoral efforts to achieve a better world.

The Eleven-Demands Strategy

• Construct a list of demands for systemic change (see "Eleven Demands for Real Democracy").

• Embrace mutual aid and direct action as a crucial tools for collaborative support, education and progress.

• Ask every candidate and representative:  Do you support these demands?  What are you doing to enact them?

• If they're not on board then call them out as what they are:  "Corrupt".  Yell it at them.  Follow them around with
signs.  Be loud, be rude, make their lives hell until they get real about representing the 99%.

• Provide zero support for Democrats and Republicans until they start enacting the demands.  No votes, no money,
no praise.

• Provide all possible support and aid to third party and independent candidates who embrace the demands.  Any
serious candidate should already be calling out our current representatives as corrupt.

• When roadblocks are encountered, intensify direct actions:  Protests, general strikes, sit-ins, boycotts.

• Be relentless about pointing out the real source of our problems:  The billionaires and the mega-corporations.  It's
the top 0.1% vs. the rest of us.  That is the fight.

Nothing will fundamentally change as long as big money runs the show

Eleven Demands for Real Democracy

1. Fix big money in politics and government
2. Healthcare for all
3. A minimum standard of living for everyone
4. End the wars
5. Respond to the climate emergency
6. Criminal justice reform
7. Reject censorship
8. Immigration reform
9. An election system we can trust
10. Revamp taxation and funding
11. Democratize the enterprise

 For more info see the Eleven Demands website at elevendemands.org
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